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1 Introduction 
   Palynological and glacial-periglacial geomorphological studies (e.g. Sakaguchi 
1978, Yasuda 1982, and Ono 1984) indicate that cold-dry climatic regime in around 
20,000 yr B.P. was replaced by warm-wet climatic regime in Holocene time as a whole. 
This climatic change is expected to affect fluvial processes. Analyzing the differences 
of particle size and its downstream decreasing rate between latest Pleistocene terrace 
deposits and modern channel deposits, this paper discusses response of fluvial processes 
to the climatic change as above. In sediment-size analysis, local effect of coarse 
sediment supply from valley walls or steeply sloping branches is eliminated through the 
sampling of sediments supplied solely from headwater source area. 
2 Geologic setting 
   The Osarube River originates in Mt. Ryugamori (1,050 m  a.s.l.) and runs into the 
Takanosu basin, an intermontane depression in the Dewa Mountains (Fig. 1). Catch-
ment area upstream from the Takanosu basin is 133  km'. 
   The Osarube River basin is mostly underlain by Neogene sedimentary rocks 
(pumice tuff, tuff breccia, black shale and hard shale)  (Fig.  2). Granitic rock is 
exposed within a limited area around Mt. Ryugamori, so the sediments originating in 
this area cannot be transported by any branches but the trunk river. This geologic 
setting is enable to distinguish sediments of headwater source origin from others and 
to remove the local effect on sediment size as mentioned above. 
3 River terraces 
   Two types of river terrace, which are underlain by fluvial and pyroclastic flow 
deposits, are formed along the Osarube River (Fig. 3). Fluvial terraces are classified 
into three, that is the Shinarui, the Sendoishi and the Nakahata terraces in descending 
order. The Nakahata terrace is underlain by a veneer of gravel less than 5 m thick,
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 Fig.  2 Geological  map of the Osarube River basin. 
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 Fig.  3 Map showing distribution of fluvial terraces and pyroclastic flow 
   Distribution of the Ogata pyroclastic flow deposits is after Naito (1966).
deposits.
which is estimated to be of ca. 20,000-ca. 10,000 yr B.P. age on the basis of tephro-
chronological evidence and  "C age determination (Toyoshima 1987). This terrace 
deposits consist of unit I which is overlain by Torigoe pumice layer and unit II which 
is not overlain by the pumice (Fig. 4). The Sendoishi terrace is a  filltop one underlain
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Fig. 4 Idealized diagram after Toyoshima (1987) showing stratigraphy of the Nakahata 
   terrace deposits (unit I and II), the Torigoe pyroclastic flow deposits andvalley fill 
   underlying the Sendoishi terrace.
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by a valley fill which was completed by 20,000 yr  B.P., and is distributed in the 
uppermost part of the Osarube and the Shinarui River subbasins. The Sendoishi and 
the Nakahata terraces converge downstream. This fluvial terrace sequence of latest 
pleistocene age is common in most river basins of Northeastern Japan (Toyoshima 
1984). 
   Terraces underlain by pyroclastic flow deposits and their secondary deposits are 
developed more conspicuously in the downstream part of the study area. According 
to Naito (1966), these pyroclastic flow deposits are named Ogata, Takaichi (Ofudo, 
older than 30,000 yr B.P.) and Torigoe (Hachinohe, 13,000-12,000 yr B.P.) (Fig. 3). 
4 Sediment particle size 
4.1. Field procedure 
   Gravel of granitic rock is sampled along a straight line across each gravel bar for 
modern channel deposits and over the exposure for the Nakahata terrace deposits. 
Unit II of the  terrace deposits is exposed at the sampling sites except for sites (j) and 
(k), where unit I is exposed. The length is measured along the A, B and C axis of each 
gravel. 
   Particle size frequency distribution of fluvial deposits generally shows high for a 
finer fraction and low for a coarser fraction. This type of frequency distribution is 
presented in Fig. 5, where all granitic particles 1.5 cm and over in B-axis length are 
sampled across the modern gravel bar at site (10). 
   Mean particle size for a coarser fraction may be a representative of the stream 
power effective on sediment transport and geomorphic change. A finer fraction of 
sediments is of no importance in this study. Only particles which seemed to belong to 
the coarser fraction were sampled without using the fixed boundary of diameter
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 Fig.  5 Frequency distribution of particle 
   size for modern channel deposits 
   (granite particle 1.5 cm and over long 
   for B-axis) at site (10).
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between coarser and finer fractions throughout he river course. This procedure 
commonly resulted in size frequency distribution with a modal diameter, although 
sometimes accompanied by a secondary modal diameter (Figs. 6 and 7). Mean  parti-
cle size was calculated for the coarser fraction including particles with a modal 
diameter. In case of a secondary modal diameter appearing in frequency distribution, 
such as of sampling site (2), another mean is also calculated in the same way using a 
secondary modal diameter. These results are shown in Fig. 9. 
4.2. Results 
   A measured maximum particle size of modern channel deposits fluctuates in the 
reach from site (1) to (11) ranging from 70-65 to 40-35 cm for B axis, and gradually 
decreases downstream in the Takanosu basin (site 12 to 14) (Fig. 8). For the  Naka-
hata terrace deposits, the maximum particle size changes more slightly over the 
distance studied, although increases at site (e), (f), (g) and (h) (Fig. 9). 
   A mean particle size of each deposits fluctuates within a narrower range than the 
maximum particle size  (Fig.  9). The mean particle size of the Nakahata terrace 
deposits at site (I) is almost equal to that of modern channel deposites at site (13) 
adjacent o site (1). At any other site upstream from sites  (1)-(13), the mean particle
 Fig. 6
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Fig. 7 Frequency distribution of granite particle size for the Nakahata terrace deposits. 
   Particles are sampled from the unit II of the Nakahata terrace deposits at all but sites 
   (j) and (k), where sampled from the unit I.
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Fig. 9 Spatial variation in mean praticle size for the Nakahata terrace deposits (the unit 
   II at all but sites (j) and (k)) and modern channel deposits.
size of the Nakahata terrace deposits is clearly finer than that of the modern channel 
deposits. The mean particle size of B axis decreases by 10 cm downstream from sites 
(a) to  (1) for the Nakahata terrace deposits, and by 20 cm through the same reach for 
modern channel deposites. This means that the Nakahata terrace deposits show less 
rapid downstream decrease in mean particle size than the modern channel deposits.
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5 Discussion 
5.1. Effect of river channel slope on particle size increase in the middle reach 
   Both maximum and mean particle size of the Nakahata terrace deposits and the 
modern channel deposits increase in the reach from sites (8) to (h), although with 
fluctuation. 
   Fig. 10 shows a spatial variation in slope of the modern channel. The longitudinal 
profile of the modern channel is segmented by break in slope change into four reaches. 
The abrupt increase in slope downstream from site (8) is related to a knick point 
underlain by a mass of resistant rock (rhyolite) (Fig. 12), and seems to result in the 
increase in particle size near site (8).
5.2.  Causes of finer particle size of the Nakahata terrace deposits 
The Nakahata terrace deposits (latest Pleistocene) is consistently finer than
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modern channel deposits upstream the Takanosu basin. Possible causes are that 
coarser sediments were not produced in latest Pleistocene time, and that low stream 
power selectively transported finer particles originating in the Sendoishi terrace 
deposits (valley fill) and bedrocks. 
   Fig. 11 shows size frequency distributions of the Sendoish terrace deposits of latest 
Pleistocene age upstream sampling site (1), whose location is shown in Fig. 12. Being 
calculated in the same way as above, the maximum and the mean particle size for B 
axis is 95-100 cm and 49 cm respectively. The Sendoishi terrace deposits contain 
coarse particles. This means that coarser sediments were also supplied in the upper-
most reach in latest Pleistocene time. Therefore the cause of finer sediments of the 
Nakahata terrace is probably low stream power to carry coarse particles downstream 
in latest Pleistocene time.
5.3. Causes of the less rapid downstream decrease in the particle size of Nakahata 
    terrace deposits 
   The Nakahata terrace deposits is substantially characterized by a less rapid 
downstream decrease of sediment size, not by sediment size itself. This is discussed 
below from the  follwing viewpoint.
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   i) Empirical relationship between downstream sediment-size decreasing rate 
      and concavity of longitudinal river profile 
   According to Hack (1957) and Mezaki (1978), a less rapid downstream sediment-
size decrease is associated with a less concave longitudinal profile of river. If it is 
confirmed that the Nakahata terrace was simultaneously completed downstream, this 
empirical relationship can apply to the deposits and the profile of the terrace. 
   The Nakahata terrace shows a less concave longitudinal profile than present river 
channel profile. The terrace height above river level consequently reaches its maxi-
mum in the middle reach, although two peaks appear in the terrace height variation 
due to a lithologic control as follows (Fig. 12). It is that exposure of resistant rhyolite 
in the middle reach have decreased a rate of downcutting since the Nakahata terrace 
surface formation.
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Fig. 13 Schematic diagram illustrating a model of mechanism of the Nakahata terrace 
   formation.  A  : Longitudinal profiles.  B  : Evolution of river profile in the down-
   stream progressing degradation process and formation of the Nakahata terrace.  C: 
   Diagram showing an increase in grain size downfan during the experiment of wet-fan 
   growth (Schumm 1977).
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   ii) Effect of the downstream sediment-size increase during downstream pro-
      gressing degradation 
   An experimental study of wet-fan growth demonstrates an increase in grain size 
along a given fan radius after fan-head trenching (Schumm 1977) (Fig. 13C). The 
similar process to fan-head trenching can also occur on valley floor. One of the 
examples is downstream progressing degradation, which often occurs downstream 
from a dam after its construction (Galay 1983). This type of degradation has the way 
that incision like fan-head trenching progresses downstream along the river course. 
   The above experimental study leads to a following hypothesis to explainthe less 
rapid downstream decrease in particle size of the Nakahata terrace  deposits  : the 
more downstream segments of the Nakahata terrace were successively completed 
later in the downstream progressing degradation process in latest Pleistocene time 
 (Fig.  13B). The sediment size of the Nakahata terrace deposits laid down in this way 
is affected by the downstream sediment-size increase in relatively longer term at the 
more downstream segments before incision occurs, and consequently shows a less 
rapid downstream decrease than river channel deposits of an age. 
   Toyoshima (1986) revealed that the degradation following the  filltop terrace 
formation of Last Glacial age proceeded downstream in the Naruse River basin (Ou 
Backbone Range in Northeastern Japan), and that in the downstream progressing 
degradation process a strath (partially  fillstrath) terrace was formed by  ca. 10,000 yr 
B.P., which is correlative with the Nakahata terrace on the basis of similar sequence 
of terrace development in latest Pleistocene time. These support the hypothesis 
mentioned above.
6 Conclusion 
   A strath (partially fillstrath) terrace, the Nakahata terrace of latest Pleistocene 
age, is characterized by the less concave longitudinal profile and the less rapid 
downstream decrease in the sediment size than the present river channel. On the 
analogy of changes of river slope and sediment size during wet-fan growth in experi-
mental study (Schumm 1977), it is inferred that this terrace was successively completed 
later downstream in the downstream progressing degradation process. 
   Increase in particle size since latest Pleistocene time suggests increase in stream 
power and flood frequency due to the change to a wetter climatic regime in early 
Holocene time.
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